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We show how to realize in a cold atomic sample a dynamic magneto-optically controlled cavity in

which a slow-light pulse can be confined and released on demand. The probe optical pulse is retrieved

from the atomic spin coherence initially stored within the cavity and is subsequently confined there

subject to a slow-light regime with little loss and diffusion for time intervals as long as a few hundred

microseconds before being extracted from either side of the cavity. Our proof-of-principle scheme

illustrates the underlying physics of this new mechanism for coherent light confinement and manipulation

in cold atoms. This may ease the realization of nonlinear interactions between weak light pulses where

strong atom-photon interactions are required for quantum information processing.
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Quantum networks relying on nodes linked by channels
play an important role in the flourishing field of quantum
computation and communications [1]. While channels
transport qubits from site to site with high fidelity and
distribute their entanglement across the entire network,
nodes are used to generate, store, and manipulate quantum
information. Photons are ideal and quite robust flying
qubits for carrying quantum information between nodes,
yet it is not easy to efficiently store and control them.

So far several interesting proposals have been put for-
ward. One is to utilize the strong coupling of single pho-
tons and atoms in the setting of cavity quantum
electrodynamics (CQED) [2]. Another one depends on
the enhanced interaction between single photons and an
atomic ensemble in the regime of electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) [3]. In a common EIT scheme,
the light signal carrying classical or quantum information
is stored and subsequently retrieved from a spin coherence
by adiabatically switching off and then on a travelling-
wave (TW) coupling beam [4–7]. It may be interpreted as
the formation of a dark-state-polariton (DSP) whose pho-
tonic component is transferred into its atomic component
and vice versa [8]. In this case the stored signal has no
photonic component so that the usual nonlinear optical
interactions cannot be implemented during storage.
Another EIT scheme consists in retrieving a light signal
from the spin coherence by switching on a perfect
standing-wave (SW) grating beam with equal forward
(FW) and backward (BW) components [9–11]. This gives
rise to a stationary, rather than a propagating, light signal
which suffers however loss while diffusing within the
region where this SW grating is effective [12].

We propose here for the first time to use an ultracold
atomic sample to realize a dynamically controlled cavity in
which a propagating slow-light pulse can be confined and
released on demand. The basic idea is to divide the ultra-

cold atomic sample into three continuous regions by apply-
ing a local and well confined magnetic field. The central
region, with a nonvanishing magnetic field, is the cavity
within which the signal is slowed down and compressed
through a TW coupling beam [13]. In the two contiguous
regions where the magnetic field is absent, a SW grating
creates instead two distributed Bragg mirrors which effec-
tively prevent the signal from propagating [14,15]. Then, a
light signal stored in atomic spin coherence may be re-
trieved and confined within the cavity by the two mirrors
by a suitable time modulation of the magnetic field and the
TW and SW beams. One main advantage of this scheme is
that the signal has nonzero photonic components and suf-
fers little loss and diffusion during confinement. After a
desirable confinement time, we can release the light signal
just by modulating the strength of one component of the
SW grating, which partially or totally turns off the mirrors.
In order to implement such a scheme, we consider an

ensemble of ultracold 87Rb atoms (D1 line at 795 nm)
driven by three optical fields as in Fig. 1 where the three
hyperfine levels j52S1=2; F ¼ 1i, j52S1=2; F ¼ 2i and

j52P1=2; F ¼ 2i and relevant magnetic sublevels j0i, j1i,
j2i and j3i are also shown. All atoms are initially pumped
into the sublevel j0i and kept at �K temperatures so that
they can be assumed to be stationary to a very good
approximation. Unlike in the mirrors region, the degener-
acy of all sublevels is lifted within the cavity. In the
presence of a magnetic field B0, the frequency difference
between adjacent sublevels is given by �1 ¼ �Bg1B0=@
for the j52S1=2i state and by �2 ¼ �Bg2B0=@ for the

j52P1=2i state, with g1 ffi 3g2 [16]. Inside the cavity, the

probe !p (�þ polarized) resonantly couples the transition

j0i $ j3i, the TW coupling !c (� polarized) resonantly
couples the transition j1i $ j3i, while the SW grating !d

(�� polarized) is far detuned from the j2i $ j3i transition.
Inside the mirrors region, however, it is the SW grating !d
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that effectively interacts with the probe !p at two-photon

resonance, while the TW coupling !c is far detuned from
its two-photon resonance with the probe !p. In the cavity

region the probe, coupling, and grating field detunings are
taken, respectively, as �p ¼ !p �!30 ffi 0, �c ¼ !c �
!31 ffi 0, and �d ¼ !d �!32 ffi 6�2. In the mirrors re-
gion, one then has �p ¼ !p �!30 ffi 5�2, �c ¼
!c �!31 ffi �4�2, and �d ¼ !d �!32 ffi 5�2.

The propagation of a probe pulse through the cavity
region—in the presence of the SW grating—and inside
the mirrors region—in the presence of the TW cou-
pling—is a fairly complicated problem to be computed
with great accuracy. It turns out, however, that for a suit-
able range of the two-photon detunings�d ��p and�c �
�p, the SW grating and the TW coupling may to a very

good approximation be ignored, respectively, in the cavity
and mirrors regions. This would enable one to reduce the
original tripod dynamics [17] to that of a simpler lambda
configuration [8], which will now be assessed.

The steady-state susceptibility for a lambda configura-
tion composed of levels j0i, j1i, and j3i is

�L0 ¼ Njd03j2
"0@

i�0
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0
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c

; (1)

where N denotes the homogeneous atomic density, �0
10 ¼

�10 þ i�c � i�p and �0
30 ¼ �30 � i�p are complex de-

phasing rates while �c ¼ Ecd31=2@ is the (real) Rabi
frequency of the TW coupling. If we restrict ourselves
for simplicity to the case of �c ¼ 0, the susceptibility for
sufficiently small probe detunings and spin-coherence de-
phasings, i.e., j�pj � �c and �10 � �30 <�c, can be

written as
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The relevant steady-state susceptibility for the tripod con-
figuration of Fig. 1, on the other hand, is given by

�T0 ¼ Njd03j2
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where the dephasing and Rabi frequency �0
20 and �d are

defined just as �0
10 and�c. Likewise, for sufficiently strong

SW gratings and small detunings and dephasings, i.e.,
j�pj � �d and �f10;20g � �30 <�d, and provided that

�c ’ �d < �d the susceptibility �T0 reduces to

�T1 ’ �0
L1ð1þ EÞ þ i�00

L1ð1þ 2EÞ; (4)

where �0
L1 and �

00
L1 are, respectively, the real and imaginary

parts of �L1. Under these conditions E � ð�p=�dÞ�
ð�2

d=�
2
cÞ ffi �p=�d is rather small and it is clear that �T1

is to a very good approximation the same as �L1. The error,
introduced by the far detuned SW grating, in the cavity
transmissivity is �T=TL1 ¼ 2EkpL�00

L1, which turns out to

be negligible as the optical depth on EIT resonances is
typically small for a cold atomic sample (kpL�

00
L1 & 0:1

for the parameters adopted in this letter). This means that
for sufficiently small spin coherence dephasings and when
j�pj � �c ��d <�d one can safely neglect the SW

grating and replace the tripod with a lambda configuration.
More generally when �c � 0, the requirement for a neg-
ligible error in the cavity transmissivity becomes j�c �
�pj ffi 0 and j�d � �pj � j�c � �pj�2

d=�
2
c. A similar

conclusion is obtained when the mirrors probe reflectivity
is instead examined [18]. In the mirrors region, one can
neglect the TW coupling and again replace the tripod with
a lambda configuration provided that j�d ��pj ffi 0 and

j�c ��pj � j�d � �pj�2
c=�

2
d.

In the mirrors region, the two nonvanishing spin and
optical coherences can be expanded in the limit of a weak

probe, respectively, as �20 ¼ Pþ1�1 �ðnÞ
20 e

i2nkdz and �30 ¼Pþ1�1 �ðnÞ
30 e

ið2nþ1Þkdz [15]. The propagation of a probe pulse

is described in terms of the spatial Fourier components �n

through the following coupled Maxwell-Liouville equa-
tions

@t�
ðnÞ
20 ¼ ��0

20�
ðnÞ
20 � i��

d��
ðn�1Þ
30 � i��

dþ�
ðnÞ
30 ;

@t�
ðnÞ
30 ¼ ��0

30�
ðnÞ
30 � i�dþ�

ðnÞ
20 � i�d��

ðnþ1Þ
20

� i�pþ�n;0 � i�p��n;�1;

@z�pþ ¼ �@t�pþ=cþ i�k�pþ þ i�30��
ð0Þ
30 =2;

@z�p� ¼ þ@t�p�=c� i�k�p� � i�30��
ð�1Þ
30 =2;

(5)

where � ¼ Njd03j2
"0@

kp
�30

, �k ¼ kp � kd, and kp ffi kd.

Likewise, in the cavity region the probe propagation may

FIG. 1 (color online). Level scheme configuration for 87Rb
atoms in the presence (cavity region) and in the absence (mirrors
region) of a static magnetic field. Circularly polarized probe and
SW beams copropagate in the þz direction parallel to the
magnetic field, while the TW beam propagates in the þx (or
þy) direction and is linearly polarized parallel to the magnetic
field. Thick blue lines denote the 4 magnetic sublevels coupled
to the 3 optical fields, only two of which at a time (in red) are
effective, respectively, in the mirrors or cavity region.
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be assessed only in terms of the TW coupling. In the same
weak probe limit the relevant coupled Maxwell-Liouville
equations are instead

@t�10	 ¼ ��0
10�10	 � i��

c�30	;

@t�30	 ¼ ��0
30�30	 � i�c�10	 � i�p	;

@z�p	 ¼ 
@t�p	=c	 i�30��30	=2;

(6)

where �pþ and �p� may simultaneously exist as a result

of Bragg reflectance but remain uncoupled. By using
Eqs. (5) truncated at a sufficiently large jnj (e.g., jnj ¼
30) and Eqs. (6), we can evaluate the probe propagation
with boundary conditions at z ¼ 0, z ¼ La, Z ¼ Lb, and
z ¼ L, where La and Lb denote, respectively, the border-
lines between the cavity and the mirrors region. The pulse
dynamics is best illustrated (see Fig. 2) by separating the
three sequential steps of storage, retrieval and confinement,
and on-demand readout.

In the first step, we turn on the TW coupling to let the
probe pulse propagate inside the atomic sample at an
extremely slow velocity while being compressed there.
The compression ratio is equal to the scaled probe group
velocity 	g=c and then depends on the Rabi frequency�c.

After a given delay, we switch off the TW coupling to
transfer the compressed probe pulse into the stationary spin
coherence �01 at the sample center.

In the second step, we create the cavity confined by two
mirrors in the atomic sample by switching on first an
accurately confined magnetic field, and then the TW and
SW light beams. The compressed probe is retrieved by the
TW coupling [19] and propagates at a very slow velocity
	g ffi 139 m=s in the same direction as before storage. As

the retrieved probe hits one mirror, it is reflected so as to
spatially oscillate back and forth within the cavity with
negligible loss and diffusion. The oscillation frequency is
inversely proportional to the probe group velocity and thus
can be controlled by modulating the Rabi frequency �c.

In the third step, we illustrate a typical readout situation
where we first reduce �d� to 0:87�30 to partially reduce
the mirrors reflectivity so that a half of the stored signal can
be released. Then, we temporarily increase�d� to 3:48�30

to recover the mirrors and generate another oscillation.
Finally, we reduce �d� to zero to release the other half
signal in the same þz direction. The total losses for the
entire process shown in Fig. 2 are about 50% because the
total energy of the two released wave packets is about 50%
of the input energy. In an actual experiment, both optical
and magnetic fields should be switched on and off adiabati-
cally to avoid extra losses while great care should be
devoted to the magnetic field stability and spatial confine-
ment [20].

We finally examine in Fig. 3 the probe propagation
dynamics within a steady cavity. The probe pulse is seen
to undergo various oscillations with little loss and diffusion
over an oscillation period Tcav ¼ 2Lcav=	g ffi 10Ts. When

transmission (91.0%) due to EIT in the cavity region and
the mirrors Bragg reflectivity (96.2%) are optimized as in
Figs. 2 and 3, the intensity / �2

p	 decays to 10% of its

initial value in about 90Ts at an average decay rate of
�cav ffi 0:002�30, becoming only 2.5 times larger when
the spin coherence �10 is increased by an order of magni-
tude. Figure 3 displays roughly 4 reflections off the mirrors
before the pulse intensity decreases by 1=e.
We have illustrated a scheme for on-demand readout of

photonic excitations stored within a long-lived ground state
spin coherence, where all-optically controlled readout both
in direction and timing may easily be attained. Upon
retrieval the excitation can be transferred to a cavity cre-
ated right within the storing medium. Confinement takes

FIG. 2 (color online). Upper: An incident light pulse with a
1=e half width of Ts ¼ 12:65��1

30 ¼ 2:20 �s is all-optically

confined in a cavity stretching from 4:9–9:8Lp with Lp ¼
	gTs ¼ 306 �m. The cavity is created by applying a magnetic

field that Zeeman splits the relevant levels at the sample center
while on-demand readout is achieved by modulating the back-
ward (BW) component of the standing-wave (SW) grating. The
probe pulse and the traveling-wave (TW) coupling are resonant
(�p ¼ �c ¼ 0) in the cavity, but become off-resonant (�p ¼
10:43, �c ¼ �8:35) in the adjacent mirrors region. The SW
grating detunings are instead �d ¼ 12:62 and �d ¼ 10:53 re-
spectively in the cavity and mirrors regions. The sample consists
of ultracold 87Rb atoms with a resonant absorption length of
la ¼ 1=� ¼ 0:633 �m ¼ 2:07� 10�3Lp and dephasings

�10 ¼ 3:48� 10�5, �20 ¼ 3:48� 10�4. The probe, TW cou-
pling, and SW grating wavelengths are, respectively, 
p ¼
794:983 nm, 
c ¼ 794:969 nm and much the same value for

d as the TW and SW light beams differ in frequency by 3�1. A
small misalignment (0.06 rad) between the FW and BW compo-
nents of the SW grating is employed to optimize the mirror
reflectivity. Lower: Time modulation of the coupling and grating
Rabi frequencies �c (black) and �d	 (red and blue) as well as
the Zeeman splitting �1 (green). All frequencies are in units of
�30 ¼ 5:75 MHz.
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place in a well-defined slowly propagating spatial mode, at
variance with the stationary mode observed, e.g., in [9],
and suffers little loss over intervals of a small fraction of a
millisecond. Such an efficient fairly long confinement,
along with an easy on-demand readout of the stored field,
could be used to appreciably enhance the optical nonlinear
interaction between weak classical or quantum pulses and
appears to be flexible enough for quantum information
processing. Its extension to solid-state media, though
may not be straightforward, would certainly be appealing.
Nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond, e.g., have intrinsi-
cally higher reflectivities and transmissivities [21] which
would lead in fact to an overall enhancement of the con-
finement efficiency.
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